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We welcome you to experience a rare concept of private
dining by hiring the entire venue , catering to a minimum of
20 guests.  Immerse yourself in an atmosphere of privacy
and exclusivity, tailoring the ambiance to your liking as we
meticulously attend to every detail.

Your experience begins with a captivating cocktail reception,
featuring a curated selection of canapés and bowl foods. Dive
into a world of culinary delight with our customizable set
menus, ensuring a tailored and memorable event that caters
to your unique preferences. For added flexibility, indulge in
the buffet option.

As the night unfolds, witness your evening transform into a
spectacle with our extraordinary cast, boasting jazz
musicians, dancers, and a thrilling fire act. After an exquisite
dinner, let the rhythm of our DJ transport you and your
guests into a vibrant night of dancing to your favorite tunes,
extending the celebration until 3 am. Elevate every moment
into the extraordinary at our exclusive venue.

Features
Dedicated bar
DJ booth 
4 LED Screens 
state-of-the-art surround sound system
Clookroom

Private dining 

Full venue private hire is available Sunday to
Wednesday, as well as Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays outside of our Restaurant hours. Our late
night licence depends on the day of the week and can
be extended upon special request.

AVAILABILITY

Experience an intimate gathering with our private dinner for groups
of 20 to 50 guests. Opt for a lavish buffet dinner for up to 60 guests.

Capacity



Our operational hours will be tailored to your
specific requirements, with our standard late-

night license allowing us to serve until 2 am
from Monday and Sunday and  Tuesday to

Saturday until 3 am.

Extended hours can be accommodated upon
special request with advanced notice.

Operational Hours

MINIMUM
Minimum spend dependent on group size,
time of the year and service requirements.



Exquisite Private Dining

EXPERIENCE

We take immense pride in providing an exceptional private dining
experience that is truly one-of-a-kind. To guarantee that your event
surpasses expectations and aligns seamlessly with your preferences, our
skilled chef is excited to collaborate with you in curating a personalized
menu featuring a fusion of Asian, Mediterranean, and Halal cuisines.
We highly recommend finalizing your menu at least two weeks before your
event to ensure we have ample time to source the finest ingredients and
meticulously prepare each dish to perfection. Our commitment to
excellence extends to every detail, ensuring that your dining experience is
nothing short of extraordinary.

In addition to our in-house culinary expertise, we offer the option to
provide our kitchen for external catering services. This flexibility ensures
that your event is not only tailored to your taste but also accommodates
your preferred catering choices.

SERVICE
At the heart of our private dining experience is a dedication to exceeding
expectations, ensuring that every aspect of your event is executed with
precision and flair. Your satisfaction is our priority, and we invite you to
indulge in the unparalleled service that defines our commitment to
creating unforgettable moments.

As the dinner concludes, our resident DJ takes center
stage, curating a musical journey tailored to your

taste. From your favorite tunes to the latest hits, our
DJ ensures that the dance floor comes alive, creating
an energetic and festive atmosphere for you and your

guests.

Hit the Dance Floor



Entertainment 
In addition to our exceptional dining
experience, we are pleased to offer a
range of entertainment options to
elevate your private event. Our goal is
to ensure that your private dining
experience is everything you
envisioned and more, and we are
committed to working closely with you
to bring your vision to life.

Imagine an intimate setting where fire
dancers weave their mesmerizing tales,
casting a warm and enchanting glow over the
gathering. A live jazz band provides the perfect
soundtrack, infusing the air with the soulful
notes of their instruments, creating an
ambiance of sophistication and charm.
Accompanied by the soul-stirring
performances of singers, private dining
becomes a sensory delight, where every dish is
complemented by the emotive power of live
vocals. 
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Dinner Menu

Canapes

Bowl Foods

https://www.riccolondon.com/_files/ugd/cba58f_0f5b7a06a1ab41869d12953e9359b0ff.pdf
https://www.riccolondon.com/_files/ugd/cba58f_094b976c91764a6c95ec324e67f6f89b.pdf
https://www.riccolondon.com/_files/ugd/cba58f_dda8bcd6d9254eb6b153dc01f3b8b9bd.pdf

